Index to special symbols and abbreviations

References in bold type are to definitions; references in italics are to passing references. Cross references (see, see also) are to the general index as well as this index.

a.e.  (‘almost everywhere’) A6A
Aₙ  (axiom) 11H

b  24 notes

cac  (‘countable antichain condition’) 11Gc
ccc  (‘countable chain condition’) partially ordered set 11A, 11Gb–c, 12Dc, 31Mb–c, 41A–C, 41L, 41Ne–f, 42A–C, 42H, 43Be; Boolean algebra 12D, 12E, 12F, 13A, 41Od; topological space 12D, 12I, 12J, 12Ma, 13A, 24Om, 25J, 41E, 41F–G, §43, 44Ja, A4Ca, A5Be see also hereditarily ccc (A4Ca), locally ccc
cf(κ)  see cofinality (A2Bb)
c.l.d.  (‘complete locally determined’) product measure A6K
CPCA  set 23G, 23Na, 32Gb, A5G
c(X)  see cellularity (A4Ae)
C(X)  22Nm, 24Oi, A4Bi, A8Bb
c₀  22Nl, A8Bd
c  A1Ab
d(X)  see density (A4Ac)

Ext(H, Z)  34Ma–b

Fᵣ, Fₐᵇ  sets A5A

Gap(κ, λ)  21L, 31J, B3A, B3B
Gₜ, Gₑₖ  sets A5A
Gₖ  space see absolute Gₖ space (A41b)

H  (axiom) 41L, 41Lf, 41Pa, 43Po, 44 notes, B1C
h(X)  A4Ah
hc(X)  see hereditary cellularity (A4Af)
hd(X)  see hereditary density (A4Ad)
hL(X)  see hereditary Lindelöf degree (A4Aherent)
JR  (‘Jayne–Rogers’)–piecewise continuous 23Mf
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K (property) 11Gf
K (axiom) 41L, 41Ne, 41Pa, 44 notes
K-analytic 23H, 23Nd, 44F, 44Of–g, A5D, A5Fa, A7Cd

\( K_x \)

set A5Aa

\( \lim \)

A4F

L(κ) (axiom) 41L

L-space A4Uo

L (axiom) 23J, 23Mh, 23Na, 23Ng, 23Oc, B3G

\( L(X) \)

see Lindelöf degree (A4Ag)

\( L^*(X) \)

22La, 22Nm, 22No, 22Om, 32N, 33F–G, 33Ja–b, A6C, A6D, A6F, A6J–K, A6N, A8D

\( L^*(X) \)

A6C

\( L^{**}(X) \)

33E, A6C, A6F, A6N, A8D

\( \ell^1(X) \)

see compactness degree (A4Aij)

\( \ell^1(\kappa) \)

22On, 33C, 33F–G, 33lb, A8Ba

\( \ell^2(X) \)

A8Ba

\( \ell^{**}(X) \)

23Ni, 32Qf, A8Ba

\( \ell^1, \ell^2, \ell^{**} \)

A6C

I 13Dc, 41L, 41Ng, 43Pp, 44 notes

\( \ell^1 \)-sum 33Ja–b, A8Be

MA (‘Martin’s axiom’) 11Dc

MA(κ) 11Ba, 11C, 11Da

MA_{\text{cent}}(\kappa) 14Ac, 14C

MAK 11H; MAK(κ) 11Bb, 11C, 11Da

MH 26Kb

m 11D, §13, Ch. 4, B1A, B1I–J, B2A

\( m_{\text{countable}} \)

B1B, B1Eb, B1F–G

\( m_k \)

11D, 13Ca, 25Jc, Ch. 3, 41Cc, B1A, B1C–D, B1F, B1H–J, B2A

\( m_{\text{presub}}(\kappa) \)

B1C, B1F

\( m_{\text{stable}} \)

43Rd, B1E, B1F, B1G, B1I

\( m_{\text{e-linked}} \)

B1D, B1F, B1H, B2lb

\( m_{\text{e}} \)

B1A

N A1Aa, A1Bc

On A1Ad

otp (‘order type’) 210a–c, 31F–G, 31Mj, 41Oc, 42Lb, A2Aa, A2L–M

P (axiom) 11 notes

p-point ultrafilter 26La, A3Ca

p(κ)-point A4Uj

p(κ)-point ultrafilter 26E, 26La, 26Ld, 26Ma, A3Ca

p(κ)-set 26Lc, 26Ln, 31Nc, 33lg, A4Uj

P(κ) (axiom) 11Be, 11C, 11Da

\( \mathcal{P}(\mathbb{N})/\mathbb{N} \)

\(< \mathfrak{c} \)

26A, 26F–G, 26Lc, 26Mb, 31Mk, B3Ba

P A1Af
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\( \rho \) \hspace{1cm} 11D, §14, Ch. 2, 31Mm, 43Oh, 43Oj, 43Pb, B1A–D, B1F, B1G, B1H, B2A

PCA \hspace{1cm} set 23G, 23J, 23Na, 32Gb, 32Qj, A5G

PCPCA \hspace{1cm} set 23Nb, 32Qh, A5Ga

Q-space \hspace{1cm} 23B, 23E, 23Md, 25Mm, 31Mf, A4Un

Q \hspace{1cm} A1Aa

Q \hspace{1cm} A1Af

r(X) \hspace{1cm} see rank (22K, 34Ba, A3Hb)

R \hspace{1cm} A1Aa

S-space \hspace{1cm} A4Uo

\( S_x \) \hspace{1cm} (axiom) 11H

\( s(X) \) \hspace{1cm} A4Af

\( St(x, s) \) \hspace{1cm} A3Ae

TOP \hspace{1cm} (‘thinning-out principle’) B2J

TSL \hspace{1cm} (‘Todorčević–Szentmiklóssy lemma’) B2J

t(X) \hspace{1cm} see tightness (A4Am)

\( t^*(X) \) \hspace{1cm} see augmented tightness (A4An)

\( T_x \) \hspace{1cm} (‘weak topology’) A8Aa

\( T_p \) \hspace{1cm} (‘topology of pointwise convergence’) A8Bb

U-set \hspace{1cm} 22Oh

usco-compact relation A5C, A5D

\( V = L \) \hspace{1cm} (axiom) see constructibility

wD \hspace{1cm} (property) 24Nl

w(X) \hspace{1cm} see weight (A4Aa)

wKH \hspace{1cm} see weak Kurepa hypothesis (B2G)

X \hspace{1cm} A1Af

ZFC \hspace{1cm} ‘Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory, including the axiom of choice’ Intro.

Z \hspace{1cm} A1Aa

Z_2 \hspace{1cm} A1Ae

\( z(X) \) \hspace{1cm} A4Ad

\( \alpha \)-favourable \hspace{1cm} 43Od, 43Oj

\( \beta X \) \hspace{1cm} see Stone–Čech compactification (26A)

\( \beta N \setminus N \) \hspace{1cm} §26, 31Nc, 32Qn, 33Ig, B3Bb

\( \delta \)-stable \hspace{1cm} ultrafilter A3Ca
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- $\Delta$-system 12G
- $\Delta$-system lemma 12H
- $\Delta$ model Intro.
- $\pi$-base 43Bc, 43Ph, A4Ab, A4Qb, A4R; see also $\pi$-weight
- $\pi$-character 24On, 43L, 43Rc, 44A, A4Al, A4Lg
- $\pi$-complete 43Oe, 43Oj
- $\pi$-weight 24On, 43Fb, 43G, 43I 43Pf, 43Pj, 43Pp, A3Fb, A4Ab, A4Ba, A4Be, A4Cb, A4Db, A4Gd, B3Ib, B3J; see also countable $\pi$-weight
- $\pi(X)$ see $\pi$-weight (A4Ab)
- $\pi_1$, $\pi_2$ A1Ac
- $\pi_3(x, X)$ see $\pi$-character (A4Af)
- $\Pi^1_1$ A5G; see also coanalytic, CPCa

$\sigma$-centered partially ordered set 14A, 14C, 21Nm, 31Bb, 31Cb, 31Mm,
41Cb, 41La, 43Bc, A4Q–R

$\sigma$-centered topological space 14Ab, 25I, 43Bc, 43Pp, A4Q, A4R

$\sigma$-complete see Dedekind $\sigma$-complete (12Ad)

$\sigma$-finite measure space A6B, A6G, A7B

$\sigma$-f.c.c. (‘$\sigma$-finite chain condition’) 32Pa, B1 notes

$\sigma$-ideal 12Ai, 12Dd, 13Ch, 22A, 22J, 35D, 35H(u), 35Bc, 35I, 35Lc–d, 35Ma–c,
35Na–b; see also $\omega_1$-saturated $\sigma$-ideal

$\sigma$-linked partially ordered set 33 notes, B1D

$\sigma$-point-finite family of sets 31Md, 42Ka–b, A3Aa

$\sigma$-point-finite base 23Nj

$\Sigma^2_1$ 23Ma, 23Nf, 23Nh, A5A; see also $F_\sigma$, $G_\delta$

$\Sigma^1_4$ A5G; see also analytic, PCA, PCPCA

$\tau$-additive see additive (A7Ab)

$\tau(X)$ A4Am

$\chi_A$ (‘characteristic function’) A1Eb

$\chi(x, X)$ see character (A4Aj)

$\chi(x, X)$ 24A, 24Nf, 24Oa, 24Og, 24Om, 26Dc, 32Pl, 43Pc, A4Aj, A4Bd, A4Jb

$\chi(F, X)$ 24Ng, 43Pe, A4Aj, A4Bd

$\psi(x, X)$ 22Nd, 24Nf, A4Ak, A4Bd, B3F

$\psi(F, X)$ 24A, 24Ng, 43Pe, A4Ak, A4Bd, A4Bf

$\omega$ A1Ab, A1Bb–c

$\omega_1$ A1Ab, A1Bb

$\omega_1$-saturated $\sigma$-ideal 12F, 13A, 13Cd–e, 22 notes, 23Mb, 32Qk, 35Ba,
43Qb, A3Gh, B2D

$\omega_2^A$ A2Bd

$\omega_3^{(A)}$ 21Oh, 23Ng, A3Ma

$\Omega$ A1Ad, A2D, A2G
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>A1Af</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\to$</td>
<td>in $\xi \to (\eta, \zeta)^2$ see arrow relations (A2M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>in $\mu^*$ A6A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\otimes$</td>
<td>in $\Sigma \otimes T$ A6Ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdash$</td>
<td>in $f \vdash A$ A1Cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdash'$</td>
<td>in $E'$ A8Ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdash$</td>
<td>in $x$ A1Ec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X'$</td>
<td>A1D, A2A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^\kappa$</td>
<td>21C, 24F, 26A, 26Cb, 26Ed, 26Ke, 26Lb, A1Da, A2Ba, A2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>in $\kappa^+$ A2Ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>see boundary (A4Ua)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\clubsuit$</td>
<td>(‘stick’) 21J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\spadesuit$</td>
<td>(‘club’) 21J, 24 notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\diamondsuit$</td>
<td>(‘diamond’) 21J, 35 notes, 41 notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Diamond(E)$</td>
<td>21 notes, B2H, B3H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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References in bold type are to definitions; references in italics are to passing references.

absolute
G-space 22Nc, 43Db, 43J, 43Pj, A41b; see also Cech-complete
ultrafilter see Ramsey ultrafilter (A3Cb)
absentient A8Ac
accumulation point 26Le–g, A4Ff
additive
functional 32A, 33c, A6Pe
κ-additive ideal 12Aii, 13 notes, 22A, 22J, 32Rd, 35Lb, 35Mb, A60c
κ-additive measure 32F, 32Gc, 32Pj, 33lc, A6O, A6Pd
τ-additive measure 25Ja, A7Ab, A7Ad, A7Bh, A7Be, A7Kb.
algemena see Boolean algebra (§12)
almost
continuous 32K, 32Pk, 32Pm, 32Qk, 32Ra, A7G
disjoint 21Bb–c, 21Nd, 21Nk, 31Mh, A3A
everywhere A6A
Lindelöf see measure-compact (A7Kb)
subcompact 43Dc, 43Oj, 43Rd
analytic 13Cc, 23Mc, 23Mg–h, 23Na, 23Ne–e, 32Db, 32Qj, 44H, 44Oq, 44Oi, A5F, A5Ge, A7Ce–g; see also K-analytic (A5D)
generic 24Nn, 24Oa, A4Gb
antichain 11A, 43Bc, A3He; see also weak antichain (11A)
Aronszajn tree 25G, 41J, A3Jb, A3J, B1Eb, 32E
arrow relations 42Lc, A2M, A2Nc, B2Jc
asymptotic density 33lf, 33Jc, A3Md
atom 12Aj, 21Od
atollness
Boolean algebra 12Aj
measure space 22Hc, 22Nj, A6L, A6Pe, A7Bk–i
atomlessly measurable cardinal 22L, 22Pb, A6Pd, B1B, B2D
augmented tightness 43G, 43Ja, 43J, 43L, A4An, A4Bb, A4Bg, A4Ca, A4Da, A4Dd
automorphism groups (of Boolean algebra) 21Od
Baire property
for functions 22Np, A5Be
for sets 22Cb, 23Mz, 23Na, 25J, A5B
algebra of sets with the Baire property 43Qh, A3Gb, A3Ec, A5Bb
see also strong Baire property
Baire space 12B, 23Md, 43Od, 43Oj, A5Bf, B31b, B3J
Baire’s theorem 13 notes
Banch lattice 22Oa, 33lb, A8G
Banach space 22Oe–f, 23Ni, 32Pm, 32Qc, 32Qf, 33E–G, 33Ja–h, A8B–D; see also $L^1(X), L^\infty(X), \ell^1(\kappa)$
barreled 24Oi, A8Ac
Barwise completeness theorem 13Da
base
of a Boolean algebra 35Lc
of an ultrafilter 21Ba
see also π-base (A4Aa)
base-compact 43Dc, 43Pp
based see properly based (A6L)
basis (of an abelian group) 34B
Bell’s theorem 14C
bijection A1Cb
bijective A1Cb
Bochner integral 32Pm, A8C
Boolean algebra §12 (12Aa), 14F, 21Od–e, 26F–G, 26Lc, 26Mh, 32A, 33Ja, 41Ng, A6E, A6Pe, B3Ba, B3Cb
Boolean group 21N, 24Oq
Boolean homomorphism 12A, 13A, 21Od–e, 26A, 26Lc, 33Jc
Booth’s lemma 11 notes
Borel isomorphism 23I, A5Ac, A5E
Borel measurable function 22Nh, 23Nh, 32Qj, A4Hk, A5Ac, A5Eh, A5Gh, A6Hk; see also Borel isomorphism
Borel measure 22G, 32Dc, A7Ac, A7Be, A7Cc, A7Ce, A7la
Borel set 22Ne, 23J, 23Ma, 23Nh, 23Ob, 23Od, 32Pf, 32Qj, 44H, 44Jb, A5A,
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A5Bb, A5Dd, A5E–F, A61b, A7Aa, A7Bc, A7J
algebra of Borel sets 12F, 13A, 13Ch,
13Cd–e, 23Mb, 23Nj, 44l, 44Og, 44Oi,
A3Ec, A5Dc
boundary A4Ua
bounded see totally bounded
box product 25Nf, 43Oc, A4U1
branch 25Mm, 41Nb, A3Hd, A3I, A3K
bubble space 25Mj

caliber 32Pi, 43Fc, 43G, 43Po, A4Aa,
A4Bb, A4Be, A4Ch, A4Dc; see also
precaliber (43Po)
Cantor tree 25Mi
cardinal §§A1–A2
functions A4A–D
sum A2Bc
Cech-complete 26Kg, 43Db, 43K, 43Pk,
43Rb, 44B, A4L, A4J–K, A5Cc
Cech–Pospíšil theorem 24 notes, 26 notes,
43 notes, A4Jb
Cech–Stone compactification see Stone–
Cech compactification (26A)
cellularity 41Nd, A4Ae, A4Ba–b, A4Be,
A4Cb, A4Db–c, A4Gd, B3I; see also
ccc (12D), hereditary cellularity (A4Af)
centered 14Aa, 31Cb, 41Au, 41J, 41La,
43Bc, 43 notes, B1A; see also σ-
centered
chain 11A, A3Hd–e; see also ccc (11A)
character A4Aj, A4Ba, A4Be–f, A4Ca,
A4Da, A4Gd, A7J; see also χ(x, X)
(A4Aj), π-character (A4Af)
chromatic number A3Mc
closed unbounded A2D, A2E, B2B; see
also order-closed (12Aa), sequentially
closed (A4Jf)
club see • (21J)
cluster point A4F d–e, A4Ga
coincidental 23J, 23Mb, 23Oc, A5G, A5H
cofinal 11A, 11B, 12C, 31Cb, A2I, A3M f
cofinality 21Db, 21I, 31K, 41Cd, A2B,
A2C, 2D–E, A4Bb, A4Bg, B1B
cofinite A1Ea
Cohen P.J. Intro., 11 notes
coinitial 11A, A3M f

collectionwise Hausdorff 44K, 44Oj, 44Ol,
A4Mb; see also hereditarily
collectionwise Hausdorff (A4Mb)
colouring A3Mc
comegare 22Nd, 26B, A5B
cometrizable 23E, §25 (25B), 26Kg, 43Pf;
see also polishable (25B)
compact A4Cc; see also almost
subcompact (43Dc), base-compact
(43Dc), Corson-compact (43Pf),
countably compact (A4Ge), initially
compact (A4Ga), locally compact,
measure-compact (A7Kb),
metacompact (A4Mc), paracompact
(A4Ma), sequentially compact (A4Ga),
weakly compact (A8Aa)
compactification see one-point
compactification, Stone–Ceč
compactification (26A)
compactness degree 24I, 24Nh–j, 25Jc,
43Pe, A4A, A4Bb, A4Cc–b, A4Dc
complemented linear subspace 22On, 33F,
A8A d
complete
locally determined measure A3Gb, A6K,
A6Oc, A7Ad–e
measure 32Pj, A6B, A6D, A6Ib, A6Le,
A6Mb
metric space 32Qk, 43Db, 43Qb, A4La,
A7Ad, A8Af; see also Polish space
(A5E)
see also Cech-complete (A4Ja), Dedekind
complete (12Aa, A3Mf), Martin-
complete (43A), Martin–<κ-complete
(43A), pseudo-complete (43O f), π-
complete (43Oe)
completely normal see hereditarily normal
(A4Lb)
completely regular A4 intro.
completely Ramsey set 23Na
completion
of a measure 32Dc, 32Gc, A3Ed, A6D,
A6Lg, A7Be–f, A7Ce, A7J
regular measure 32Pi, 32Qm, A7Ab,
A7Ib
component 44I, A4S
concentrated (κ<κ-concentrated) 22Nrr,
32Qr
conditional expectation A6N, A8Db
connected 25Mn, 25Mj, A4S; see also
locally connected (A4Sd), pathwise
connected (A4Sg)
constant-size Δ-system 12G
constructibility (axiom) Intro., 21J, 34
notes, 35 notes
constructible 21Oh, A3Ma
continuous see JR-piecewise continuous
(23Mf), order-continuous (12Ae),
sequentially continuous (A4Ud)
continuum hypothesis 11Dc, 11E, 21Ja–b,
41 notes, 43Oj, A6Pd
convergent
filter A4F a
sequence 24A, 24Ob, 24Og, 26Md, 43Pc,
A4Fb
see also uniformly c.
copolish 25B, 25J–1, 25Mh, 26Kg, 43Dd,
44Jb
Corson-compact 43Pf
countable
π-weight 22B–D, 22Ka, 22Na–d, 22Ng,
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discrete
family of sets 24NI, \(A_4Ed\), \(A_4O\)

set 220I, 24NI, 26Le, 26Lg, 44C-D, 44O, 44If, 44Qb, \(A_4Ca\), \(A_4E\), \(A_4Mb\), \(A_4Nf\)
disjoint \(12Dd, 35Bb, 35Lb, 35Le, \(A_3Aa-b\); see also almost-disjoint (\(A_3A-a-b\))

Dowen's gap space 25K

Dowker space 25Nc, \(A_4Ma\), \(B3H\)
down-antichain, downwards-ccc, downwards-centered, downwards-directed, downwards-linked; see antichain (11A), \(cc\) (11A), centered (14Aa), directed (11A), linked (11A)
down-open 12C
down-topology 12C
effectively locally finite \(A_7Ah\), \(A_7Ad\), \(A_7Bb\), \(A_7Be\), \(A_7Cc\)

Efimov B.A. 26 notes
embedding of topological spaces 25Mk, 26H, 26Kg of Banach spaces 22On, 33F–G, 33Ju, \(A_8Ae\)

entangled: \(k\)-entangled B3D

expectation see conditional expectation (\(A_6N\))

extremely disconnected 12Ad, 21Of, 24On, 26A, 26Le, 26Le–f, 43Fc, 44Pd, \(A_6Sf\), \(A_7Ha\)

filter 22Og, 32Qa–b, \(A_3Ba\), \(A_3Mf\), \(A_4Fa\); see also ultrafilter

tree topology 25G, 25Ml, 25Mm, 41Nc, \(A_3K\)

finite

intersection property \(A_3Aa\)

sequence \(A1Cd\)

see also point-finite (\(A3Aa-b\)), semi-finite \((A_6B)\), totally finite \((A_6B)\), \(\sigma\)-finite \((A_6B)\), \(\sigma\)-point-finite \((A3Aa)\)

finitely generated 34Be

first-countable 23Md, 24D–E, 24Nk, 24Oe, 24Pe, 25Nc, 25Nf, 26H, 32L–M, 32Pn, 32Rc, 43Sc, 43M, 43Og, 44B, 44L, \(A_4Ca\), \(A_4Hc\), \(A_4Na\), \(A_4Nj\), \(B3Eb\)

Fodor's property 35Lb

Fréchet space \(A_8Ad\), \(A_8Af\), \(A_8F\)

Fréchet-sequential 24Ob; see also angelic \((A_4Cb)\)

free

abelian group \(34A\), \(34B\), \(34L\), \(34Md\)

set (for a relation) 22F, 31G, \(41K\) notes, 42D–E, 22K–L, (in a Boolean algebra) 12Ak, 26K

see also torsion-free (\(34Bc\))

Galvin F. 31L, 33H
game 22Og, 43Od, \(A_3L\)
General index

inaccessible see strongly inaccessible (A2Na)
indecomposable 210a, 210b independent A6Pe
infinite logic 13Da
initially $\kappa$-compact 240f–g, A4Ga; see also countably compact (A4Ga)
injection A1Cb
injective A1Cb
inner regular 32J, 32L, A6Pa, A7Ad–e, A7Ca, A7Cc, A7Ga, A71a
integrable see Bochner integrable (A8Ca), Pettis integrable (A8Ca)
intersection: finite intersection property A3a
inverse-measure-preserving 32Qj, A6Hb, A6lb, A7hc, A7j
irreducible 13A, A4Ua, A7j

Jensen R.B. 21J

Knaster’s condition (for partially ordered sets) 11A, 11Gf, Ch. 3, 41Ab, 41La, 43Bc; (for topological spaces) 12Ma, 43Bc
Kondō’s theorem A5H
König’s theorem A2C
Kunen K. 41M
Kurepa D. 41 notes
tree 35 notes, A3c, B2F, B2Ge
see also weak Kurepa hypothesis (B2G)
ladder system 21J, 31Me–g, 34C, A2G
lattice 33Ih, A3Me; see also Banach lattice (A8G)
Lebesgue measure 22Hb, 22Lb, 22Ni, 22Nn, 22Oa, 23Mh, 23J, 32Da, 32Pd, 32Pf–g, 32Qa, 32Qj, 32Ra, 32Re, A6lb, A6Pd, A7Cf, A7Fc, A7J, B1B, B1H
Lebesgue measure algebra 26 notes
level A3Hc, A3lb–c
lexicographic 26Lm, A3Mb
lifting theorem A6Mb; see also multiplicative lifting (A6Mg)
limit A4Fa–b; see also medial limit (22OJ)
Lindelöf see Lindelöf degree, Lindelöf space; see also hereditarily Lindelöf (A4Ca), hereditary Lindelöf degree (A4Aa)
Lindelöf degree 24Nn, A4Ag, A4Ba–b, A4Be, A4C, A4Dc, A4Dg, A4Hb, A4Hc, A4Da, A4Dc, A4Gd; see also hereditarily Lindelöf (A4Ca)
homogeneous
measure space A6Ec, A6F
topological space 25Jc, A4Ui
hyperstomial 32Df, 32Pd, 32Qn, A7H
ideal $\mathfrak{s}$, A3E; see also $\mathfrak{o}$-ideal (12A), saturated ideal (12Dd)
image measure A7Gc

Haar measure 32Qa–b, 32Qd, A7Ec
Hajnal A. 31L
Hausdorff see Hausdorff’s gap, Hausdorff tree; see also collectionwise Hausdorff (A4Mb)
Hausdorff tree 25G, 25Mm, A3Il, A3J–K
Hausdorff’s gap 14 notes, 21L, 23 notes, 25K
Haydon R.G. 32Pb, 33G, 33Kb
height (of a topological space) see hereditary Lindelöf degree (A4Aa); (of a tree) 41Nb, A3Hc, A3Ic
hereditarily ccc 44, A4Ca, A4K, A4Mb, A4Mc, B3F
hereditarily collectionwise Hausdorff 44Jh, 44Qe, A4Mg
hereditarily Lindelöf 24Oh, 32N, 32Pn, 44E, 44H, 44Jc, 44Pb–d, 44Qa, 44Qc, A4Ca, A4De, A4Ld, A4Uo, A5De, A5Fc, A7Be, A7Bj, B3Ea, B3Fb
hereditarily metacompact 25I, A4Me
hereditarily metalindelöf 44Jb, A4Mg
hereditarily normal 24Oh, 25Ml, 25Nh, 31Mf–g, 44B, 44Pc, A4L
hereditarily separable 44E, 44H, 44Jh, 44Qb, 44Qa, A4Ca, A4Uo, B3Eb
hereditary

cellularity 22Oj, 43G, 43Id, A4Af, A4Ba, A4Be, A4C, A4Dd, A4Dc, A4Eb, A4Gd; see also hereditarily ccc (A4Ca)
density 43Id, 43Pk, A4Ad, A4Ba, A4Be, A4C, A4Da, A4Dc, A4Gd; see also hereditarily separable (A4Ca)
Lindelöf degree 24A, 24G, A4Ah, A4Ba, A4Be–f, A4Bh, A4C, A4Da, A4Dc, A4Gd; see also hereditarily Lindelöf (A4Ca)
homogeneous
measure space A6Ec, A6F
topological space 25Jc, A4Ui
hyperstomial 32Df, 32Pd, 32Qn, A7H
ideal $\mathfrak{s}$, A3E; see also $\mathfrak{o}$-ideal (12A), saturated ideal (12Dd)
image measure A7Gc
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metacompact 23Nj, A4Mc; see also hereditarily metacompact (A4Mc)
metalindeřol 32P, 3Qa, 44Oc, 44Oj, A4Md; see also hereditarily meta-
metric space 22Nm, 33A, 43O, A6E; see also complete metric space, separable
metric space
metrizable 22Nd, 22Nj, 22Od, 23E, 23Md, 23Nh, 32L, 32N, 43Oj, 43P, 44I,
44M, 44Od–e, 44Oj, 44Oi, 44Qc, A4Be, A4Hb, A4Lc, A4Ne, A4Th,
A5Fd, A7Ec, A8E; see also separable spaces, metrizable; Polish space
(A5Ea)
model theory 13Dz, 41Od
monotonic sequence 22Nj, 33Il
Moore space 23E, 23Nj, 24Oc, 25Mb, 25Na, 25Kg, 44D, 44Oj, 44N, 44O–
P; see also normal Moore space
multiplicative lifting 32P, 32E, A6M
negligible 22G, 22Hb, 22Kb, 22Nh, 22Nj, 23Mh, 32B, 32Ge, 32Ph, 32Qz,
A6Ld, A6Oc, A7Be, A7Bk, B1B, B1H; see also universally negligible (A7Ka)
non-principal A3Bb
normal
Moore space problem 25 notes
topological space 24Nh, 24Ob, 24Oj, 24Pe, 25Mk, 25Mm, 26Lj, 31O, 43Pe,
A4 intro., A5Ag
see also hereditarily normal (A4Lb), perfectly normal (A4Lc), pseudonormal (A4Lj), weakly normal
(35A)
nowhere dense 12B, 13A, 13Ch, 14C, 22B, 22E–F, 22Ng, 22Ni, 22Ob, 23Kh,
23Na, 25E, 25L, 25Mn, 26Da–b, 26L, 26Li, 26Lk, 32Pe, 41Oa, 42E, 43Rd,
A5Bc, A5Be, A7Ha–b, B1B; see also meagre
one-point compactification 24L, 24Nm, 44D, 44Oc, 44Oj, 44Pa
open cover 24H, A4M
order
-closed 12Ah
-continuous 12Ae, 22On, A8G
-dense 12Af
topology 41F–G, 44Ja, A2D, A3K, A7J
-type see otp (A2Aa)
see also lexicographic (A3Mk), partially ordered (11A). Rudin–Keisler order
(26Lb), totally ordered
ordinal A1Bz
ordinal power 21Oc, 42Lc, A2Ab

locally compact 24L, 24Nm, 24Oj, 24Oj,
25Ca, 25F–G, 25K, 25Mc–g, 25Ne, 25Ob, 26Kg, 43Da, 43Qa, 44D,
44Jb, 44K–M, 44Oc, 44Oh–l, 44Pa,
A4Bd, A4f, A4Ca, A4La, B3H
locally connected 25Mj, 41L–M, 44Oj,
A4Sd
locally countable 24Oj, 25F–G, 25K,
25M, 25Ne, 44C–D, 44Jb, 44Oj,
A4U, B3H
locally countably compact 44B, A4G
locally determined A6B; see also complete
locally determined measure
locally finite 32Pi, A7Aa, A7Ae, A7Be,
A7Ca, A7Cc–e, A7Gc; see also
effectively locally finite (A7Ab)
Lusin measurable see almost continuous
(A7Ga)
k-Lusin set 22D, 22Nf, 22Np–q, 23C,
23Ma, 25I, 25M, 25Mn–a, 43Pf,
A3Ec, A3Fb, B1B
(Z, k)-Lusin set 13Cd, 23Mb, A3E,
A3F
Maharam type 22 notes, A6Ec
Maharam’s theorem A6F
Mahlo cardinal see strongly Mahlo
cardinal (A2Nh)
manifold 44M
Martin’s axiom Intro., 11Dc, 11E, 11H
Martin-complete, Martin-κ-complete,
Martin-κ-complete §43 (A3A), 44Oa
Mathias–Silver theorem 23 notes
maximal ideal 35A, 35E–F, 35H–I, 35La,
35Ld
meagre set 21 notes, 22Ca, 22Ka, 22Nh,
22Og, 23Md, 24J, 25I, 25Mn, 32Qa,
41Nd, A5Bq, B1G
ideal of meagre sets 12B, A3Ec
see also nowhere dense (A5Ba)
measurable
function 22Oa, 22O1, 32K, 32Ra, A6Ha,
A7Gb; see also scalarly measurable
function (A8Ca)
set 22H, 25Mb; see also universally
measurable set (A7Ka)
see also atomlessly measurable cardinal
(A6Pe), two-valued-m. cardinal
(A2Nd)
measure
algebra A6E, A6F, A6I, A7Bh, A7Hb
-compact 32Q, A7Bb
extension property 32Qj
space §5A–6 (A6A)
see also probability (A6B), quasi-Radon
measure (A7Aa), Radon measure
(A7Ae), strong measure zero (32A), σ-
definite measure (A6B)
medial limit 22Oj
General index

paracompact 25Nf, 43Qa, 44K, 44Ok, A4Ma A4Mb, A4Ne; see also countably paracompact (A4Ma)
Parovičenko’s theorem 26 notes, B3 notes partially ordered 11A, 26K, 41I, 41K, 41Oe, A1Ed; see also ccc partially ordered, totally ordered
partition A3Aa; see also arrow relation
pathwise-connected 34K, A4Sg Pečenýski A. 33G
perfect measure 22Ob–c, A6Pb set 22Nc, 44H, A4Ha, A4Hc, A4Ub, A4Uc
perfectly normal 24Nl–m, 24Oj, 25D–E, 25I, 25Mh, 43Pf, 44Jb, 44L–M, A4Lc, A4Ld–e, A5D; see also hereditarily Lindelöf (A4F), normal Moore space
Petit integral 22Oc, 22Oe, 32Oj, A8C
piecewise continuous see JR-piecewise continuous (23MF)
point-countable 42Ka–b, A3Aa, A4Bb, A4Md, A6Ld
point-finite 23Nh, 35A, A3Aa–b, A4Md; see also σ-point-finite (A3Aa)
Polish space 22J, 22Kc, 220f, 23G, 23l–J, 23Ma, 23Nb–c, 23Ob, 25B, 25I, 32Gb, 32Qb–j, 33Hb, 43Qg, 43Pm, A4Tc, A5E, A5Fa, A5G–H; see also analytic (A5Fa), complete metric, polishable (25B), separable metric
Pospíšil B. see Čech–Pospíšil theorem (A4Jb)
power see ordinal power (A2Ab)
precaliber 43Po, B1C
pressing-down lemma A2F
principal ultrafilter A3B
probability A6B, A6Fa, A6Kb–c, A6N, A6P; see also totally finite (A6B)
products of measure spaces 32Dg–h, A6K, A6Lc, A6Nb, A7E
see also box products (A4Uj)
projective 23F, A5G
proper forcing axiom 31Na
property [x] based 32Cb, 32Ga, 32Gc, A6L, A7Bf
property (K) see Knaster’s condition (11A, 11Gj)
pseudo-complete 43Oj, 43Oj, 43Ra
pseudo-normal 24Nl–l, 25K, A4Lf
pure closure 34Bc
subgroup 34Bc, 34Be, 34Ma, 34Md
quasi-compact A4Ca
quasi-Radon measure A7Ad, A7B, A7Ca, A7Cd, A7Da, A7E, A7Kb; (with separable 1L3 space) 22Ha, 22Kb, 23Ma, 25Ja, 32J, 33D, A7Gc, A7F, A8F; see also Radon measure
quasi-regular 43Cc, 43Da, 43Oa, 43Of, A4Ug
quotient
Boolean algebra 12F, 12Mc, 26A, 33Jc, A6E
group 34Bd, 34L, 34Ma
Radon measure 22Nj, 32–C, 32Db, 32L–N, 32Pb, 32Qk, 32Qm, 32Rc, 33Kb, 44H, 44Jc, A7Ac, A7C, A7E, A7Fb, A7Gc, A7H, A7Ja, A7Jl, A8F; see also quasi-Radon measure (A7Ad)
Radon–Nikodým property 22Oe, A8Cb
Radon space 32Mb, A7I
Ramsey cardinal see weakly compact cardinal (A2Nc)
Ramsey set 23Na
Ramsey’s theorem A2J
Ramsey ultrafilter 23Na, 26Ea, 26La, 26Ma, A3Cb
rank of an abelian group 34Ba, 34Be, 34Ma of a scale 22K, 33Gb
in a tree A3Hb, A3Hc
rapid ultrafilter 26Al
rare ultrafilter 26Al
Rasiowa–Sikorski theorem 13 notes
real-valued-measurable see two-valued-measurable (A2Nd), atomlessly measurable (A6Pd)
refine, refinement A3Ac
regular cardinal 21Eb, 21K, 21Ni, 26Lh, A2Bc, A4Bb
ideal §5 (35A)
open algebra 12B, 12Dc, 12Mb, 22Nb, A4R
open set 12B
subalgebra 12Af, 12E
topology A4 intro., A4Bf, A4Db
see also completion regular (A7Bb), inner regular (A6Pb), quasi-regular (A4Ug)
relation A1Ca
relatively compact 24Nn
relatively countably compact 24A, 24Nl, 24Oc, A4Ga, A6Gb
residual [x-residual] 26B, 26Cb, 26Ea–c
retract 26Ln, A4Um
Riesz subspace A8Db
root 12G
Rothberger F. 14 notes
Rothberger’s property 22Nq, 22Nr, 33Ja
Rothberger–Silver theorem 23B
Rowbottom F. 41M
Rudin–Keisler order 26Lb
saturated ideal 12Dd, 35Bc, 35Mc, 35Nb;
see also $\alpha_5$-saturated $\sigma$-ideal
saturating ultrafilter 26Ec–d, 26Ma, A3Ce, A3D
scarcely measurable 22Oc, 22Oe, 32Pm, A8C
scale 22K, 331b
scattered 44Ob, 44Oj, 44Qb, A4Uc
second-countable 22G–h, 22Kb, 23A–C,
23Ma–c, 25A, 32J, 42C–D, 42Ka,
A4Ca, A4De, A7Bf, A7Fa; see also
not countable $\pi$-base, separable
metrizable, sub-second-countable
(23E)
section A1Ca
selective ultrafilter A3Cb
selector 23Nh, 32Qk, 43Qh, A1Ce, A5H
semi-finite measure 33Ic, A6B, A6Gb
separable spaces
countably compact 14C, 220m, 24H–J,
24Ne–h, 24Nn, 24Og–h, 24Pe, 25Ne,
A4Qc
metrizable 22E, 22I, 22Np–r, 23D,
23Me–f, 23Nf, 25B, 25Cc, 25Ma,
25Mo, 32Qj, 33B, 33Ia, 43Pp, A4Pc;
see also Polish (A5E), cometrizable
(25B)
other 12J–k, 24Db, 24E, 24Na, 24Oc–e,
43F, 43L, 43K–M, 43Oh, 43Ph, 43Pk,
43Pp, 43Rc, A4Ca, A4R, A4Tc, B3H
see also countable $\pi$-base, hereditarily
separable (A4Ce), sequentially
separable (A4Uf)
separated by open sets 25A, 25Cf, 25Ma,
25Mg, A4Ia
sequence A1Cd
sequentially close 24L, 24Nc–d, 43Pl,
A4Uf
sequentially compact 220n, 24B, 24F–G,
24Oj–l, 25Ne, A4Ga
sequentially continuous 24D–E, 24Od–e,
A4Ud
sequentially order-continuous 12Ae, 12Ai
sequentially separable 24C, 25Mb, 26H,
34Pm, A4Uf
Shelah Z-group 43Ma
Sierpiński set 25Jc, 32Cb, 32Ga, 32Gc,
32Pf, A3Ed, A7B
Silver J. 23L, 25L
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Mathias–Silver theorem 23 notes
Rothberger–Silver theorem 23B
Solovay R.M. 41L
Sorgenfrey topology 25Mh
Souslin hypothesis 41 notes, 44Ja
Souslin line 44Ja
Souslin number see cellularity (A4Ac)
Souslin operation 23Mb, 23Nf, A3G,
A5Db, A5Fb, A5Gc
Souslin problem 41 notes
Souslin space A5Fa
Souslin tree 41D, A3Ja, B11
special tree 25G, 41L, A3Jd, A3J
split
homomorphism 34A, 34L
interval 25Nf, 32De, A7J
spread see hereditary cellularity (A4Af)
stable partially ordered set 43Rd, B1E; see
also m$_{stable}$ (B1E)
stationary set 35Le, A2E, A2F, A2K, B2C,
B2H
stationary strategy A3L
Stick see $\uparrow$ (21J)
Stone–Cech compactification 22Og, §26
(26A)
Stone space 12Ab, 12Dc, 12Mb–c, 22Nb,
26A, A4R; see also hyperstonian
(A7H)
strategy A3L
strong
Baire property 22Ne, 23G, 23Mh, 23Nb,
32Pq, 32Qb, A5Bd
measure zero 22Np–r, 33A, 33B
strongly inaccessible A2Na
strongly Lindelöf see hereditarily Lindelöf
(A4Ca)
strongly Mahlo cardinal 21Oh, A2Nb
sub-second-countable 23E, 23Mc, 23Nj,
25B, A4Pa; see also cometrizable
(25B)
subalgebra 12Af
subcompact see almost subcompact (43Dc)
subgroup 34B
subsequence A1Cd
subspace
of a measure space 25Jc, 32Di, A6J, A7D
of a topological space 23Mc, 25Ca,
A4Da–b, A4Nd, A5Ad, A5Db, A5Fc
sum see $\ell^1$-sum (A8Bc)
support 44H, A7Bg, A7Ec
supporting A7Bg
surjection A1Cb
symmetrizable 24Oc
Szentmiklosy’s lemma 42B
thinning-out principle B2J
tight see countably tight (A4Ca)
General index

tightness 43Pd, 43Pk, A4A1m, A4Ba–b, A4Ba, A4Ca, A4Dd, A4Gd; see also augmented tightness (A4An), countably tight (A4Ca)
topological group 210f, 240g, 34K
measure space A7Aa, A7Ga; see also Borel measure (A7Ac), quasi-Radon measure (A7Ae)
torsion-free 34Be, 34Ba, 34Mb
totally bounded 22I, 25Mn, 43Oi
totally finite 33E–F, A6B, A6E, A8E–F
totally ordered 41F–G, 44Ja
tree 41Nb–c, A3H; see also Aronszajn tree (A3H), Cantor tree (25Mn), fine tree topology (A3K), Hausdorff tree (A3Me), Kurepa tree (A3Je), Souslin tree (A3Ja), special tree (A3Id)
two-valued-measurable 23Nb, 240e, 32Qh, A2Nd, B2D

Ulam S. 35 notes
ultrafilter 21Ba, 210a, 23Na, 26A, 26La–b, A2Nd, A3Bb, A3C, A4Gc; see also Ramsey ultrafilter (A3Cb), saturating ultrafilter (A3C), uniform ultrafilter, p-point ultrafilter (A3Ca), p(α)-point ultrafilter (A3Ca)
ultraproduct A3D
unbounded see closed unbounded (A2D)
uniform filter A3Ba
ideal 35A
ultrafilter 26A, 26Lh–i, 31Nc, A3Bb uniformly convergent 22Nm uniformly equinumerous 22Nm, A4U universal measurable 22Om, 22Ol, 32Gh, 32Pb, 32Ql, A7Ka
universally negligible 22Hd, 22Nl, 23Ma, A7Ka
up-antichain, up-precaliber, up-scale,

upwards-ccc, upwards-centered, upwards-directed, upwards-linked: see antichain (11A), precaliber (B1C), scale (22K), ccc (11A), centered (14Aa) directed (11A), linked (11A)
open-up 12C
up-topology 12C, 12Dc, 14Ab

vertical section A1Ca
Vietoris topology 440e, A4T

weak antichain 11A, 41I, 41Nc, 410e, 42F, A3He, A3Id
Kurepa hypothesis B2G, B3I
weakly compact cardinal A2Nc, B3G
weakly compact set 22Nm, 22Om, A8Ab
weakly compactly generated 22Om, A8Ab
weakly countably generated 12Ah, 12E–F
weakened 12Ah
weakly normal 35A, 35C–D, 35F–H, 35Mn
weakly Ramsey 26La
weight 24f, 240m, 25Md, 25Mk, 26H, 26Lc, 26Le, 26Mb, 32J–M, 32Pl, 43Pm, A4Aa, A4Ba, A4Be, A4Bj, A4C, A4Da, A4Dd, A4Dj, A4Gd, A4Ne, A4Pb, A7J; see also second-countable (A4Ca)

Weiss' theorem 24K
well-founded A3HA
Whitehead group 34A, 34Mc–d
Whitehead's problem 34A
width see hereditary density (A4Ad)
Woodin W.H. 35 notes

zero set 32Pc, A4Lc, A5Ag, A5Be
zero-dimensionall 12Ab, 12B, 12Mc, 25F, 25Ma, 26A, 26Kg, A4Se, A7Ch
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